Cutter numbers for composers: J


See Using the Cutter-Sanborn three-figure author table [25] for more information.

NOTE: The names may or may not be in RDA form; diacritics may be omitted.

NOTE: Cutter a vowel with an umlaut as that vowel followed by an "e".

Cutter Name | Comments
--- | ---
J15,J Jacob, Gordon, 1895-1984 | use J15 or J16 depending on class
16 | 
J331 Janacek, Leos, 1854-1928 | 
J332 Janequin, Clement, approximately 1495-approximately 1560 | 
J330 Janitsch, Johann Gottlieb, 1708-approximately 1763 | J33 in M8, M424, M1101
J36 Jaques-Dalcroze, Emile | D144 in ML410
J52 Jenkins, John, 1592-1678 | 
J62 Joachim, Joseph, 1831-1907 | 
J69 Johnson, Tom, 1939- | 
J75 Jolas, Betsy | J74 in some classes
J751 Jolivet, Andre, 1905-1974 | J75 in some classes
J755 Jommelli, Nicolò, 1714-1774 | 
J79 Jongen, Joseph, 1873-1953 | 
J81 Joplin, Scott, 1868-1917 | 
J83 Josquin, des Prez, -1521 | J835 in ML410; D424 in M3, M1495, M2092.4, M2092.6; D473 in M2011
J86 Joubert, John, 1927- Joubert, Claude-Henry | J855 in M261
J95 Junge, Helge, 1943- | 
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